enhanced pre-flight
extended user interface
native OS X client
native transparency support
plate densitometer with USB microscope
multiple screen types per plate
higher speed
new flexo features
portable job styles
new image trapping modes
smoother halftones
and much more …

to be
released
in 2012

new interpreter
module

ability to use over 4 GB of RAM on 64-bit systems, less system overhead
v
higher speed on multicore systems due to multi-threaded architecture
v
native transparency handling (rather than pre-flattening)
v
all image trapping modes supported
v
just-in-time management of spot colour conversion and overprint
v
support for multiple screen types per plate
v
contone proofing of halftone jobs without re-ripping the job
v

new job style
concept

new user
interface

native, fully functional, true Mac OS X client
v
Linux, Android and iOS clients coming soon
v
scalable, vectorial GUI, suitable for very high
v
and very low resolutions

printer profiles merged into job styles
v
the new job style gathers all the information that affects the
v

new item
management

interpretation and other workflow tasks
exported job styles are portable, embedding all the referenced items
v
(imposition styles, calibration curves, ICC profiles etc.)
using an exported job style on a different StudioRIP system will have
v
exactly the same output

item lists (jobs, job styles, imposition styles, pre-press marks, inks, ICC profiles etc.) managed from
v
the same generic interface
user friendly tools such as cloning items or creating folder structure are available for all item lists
v
any changes of the files storing the item lists are automatically detected and updated, allowing
v
third party applications (plug-ins, workflows) to co-operate with StudioRIP seamlessly
improved performance and quick connection by minimized server-client communication (updating
v
changes only, caching items on client side)

improved
stability

the main modules (processing, imposition, job management) split into
v
separate processes
unexpected crashes in the processing module handled seamlessly (like
v
simple Postscript errors)
the job list and system status stored on the HDD, no jobs lost after
v
power breakage or PC crash

better control of dot shapes for smoother tints on high line screen
v
rulings

improved
screening

’supporting-pillar’ dot structure for fine highlight reproduction in
v
flexography
low-pass filtering with proportional filter width (less noise in
v
highlights/shadows)

others

screen dot fraction removal for flexography
v
microscopic zoom levels (above 100%)
v
option for using USB microscopes as accurate plate densitometers
v
smarter calibration curve management (linearisation, transfer, intended
v
and actual curve types)
variable data printing support
v

